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On the Denes-Hermann Theorem: a Dift'erent Approach 
PETER YFF 
L. Fuchs and S. Golomb considered the following problem. In a finite group G of order n, 
let p(G) denote the set of all elements expressible as a product gt··· gn' where 
{gt , ... , gn} = G. Does p(G) coincide with a coset of the commutator subgroup of G? Denes 
and Hermann answered in the affirmative. The present paper introduces a different approach, 
providing a more elementary proof in the case in which n is odd. 
Products of all the elements of a finite group, or 'Wilsonian products' as they were 
called by S. W. Golomb, were first considered by him in 1951. His search for the set of 
all such products led him to propose the following conjecture as a research problem in 
[4]. Let G be any finite group, with commutator subgroup C and p(G) the set of 
products of all distinct elements of G. Then p(G) == C except when all three of these 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) G has even order; 
(ii) C has odd order (added later) ; 
(iii) G/C contains a unique element -C of order 2. 
Under these conditions p(G) == -CO 
This conjecture, published in 1970, eventually turned out to be true. However, the 
author was apparently unaware of the introduction by L. Fuchs of the same problem at 
a seminar in 1964 (see [3]). Moreover, in 1969 A. R. Rhemtulla [5] had obtained the 
result for solvable groups. 
Fuchs had stated the problem as follows. Since it is clear that p(G) is always 
contained in a single coset of C, can it be shown that it coincides with that coset? A 
group for which the answer is affirmative is called a P-group [3]. The complete solution 
was produced by Denes and Herman [2], who proved that every finite group is a 
P-group. To show this when n is odd, they used the theorem of Feit and Thompson 
which states that every group of odd order is solvable; then Rhemtulla's result gives the 
answer immediately. However, Denes posed this problem in [1]: prove that every 
group of odd order is a P-group without using the Feit-Thompson Theorem. 
This had been done by Y1I in a letter to Golomb in 1972. The proof is contained, 
along with further results, in what follows. 
LEMMA 1. (a) Any product of k commutators is expressible in the form 
a11···au1al·· · a~. 
(b) Conversely, the product a11 . .. a;;;lal . . . am, in which m == 2k or 2k + 1, may be 
written as a product of k commutators. 
PROOF. See [6, p. 2]. o 
NOTATION. We shall say that the product a1 l ... akla1 ... ak is in the form ak. 
LEMMA 2. A product of two elements in the forms am and a" respectively may be 
written in the form ak , where k :os;: m + n. 
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PROOF. By Lemma l(b), any element in the form Om is a product of m/2 or 
(m -1)/2 commutators. Therefore a product of two elements in the forms Om and On is 
a product of at most (m + n)/2 commutators. According to Lemma l(a), such a 
product may be written in the form Om+n. 0 
LEMMA. 3. Let g be an element in the form Om, where the 2m factors in the product 
all have orders exceeding 2. Then, if these factors are not all distinct, g may be reduced 
to a form Ok with k < m. 
PROOF. (a) Let ai = aj' i <j. If j = i + 1, then aiaj = a:, and the result is immediate. 
So let j > i + 1, and 
at l ... a;;;tal ... am 
-1 -1 -1 -1 - I -1 
= al . .. ai ... aj-Iai aj+l··· am al ... ai ... aj-laiaj+l ... am 
= [at 1 ... ai-\(aiaj-l ... ai)-laj~\ ... a;/al ... ai- l(aiaj-l ... ai)· 
aj+l· .. am] X 
[(aj+l· .. am)-la;l(ai-+\ ... aj--\ai+1 ... aj_l)ai(aj+l ... am)]. 
The first bracketed expression is in the form 0m+i-j. In the middle of the other 
brackets is a product in the fom 0j-i-l and its conjugate is in the same form. Therefore 
the entire expression is in the form Ok, where k :E; m - 1 by Lemma 2. 
(b) Now let aj = ail with i <j. Again it is clear that j = i + 1 is a trivial case, and 
at1 ••• a;;/al ... am 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
= al . .. ai ... aj-1aiaj+l ... am al ... aj ... aj_la j aj+l··· am 
( ) -l[ -1 -1 -1 -1 = aj··· al ai+l ... aj_Iajaj+l ... am al ... ai 
aHl ... aj_lai1aj+l ... amat1 ... ail](ai ... al). 
Inside the brackets is a product in the form Om, but it contains a repeated element ai as 
in (a). Therefore it may be reduced to the form Ok with k < m, and its conjugate is in 
the same form. 
(c) In (a) and (b) it was assumed that 1 <i andj <m, but the proofs may be adjusted 
to take care of the cases 1 = i and j = m. For example, in (a) with 1 = i and 2 <j < m, 
at1 • • • a;;;ta • ... am 
-1 ·-1 -I -1 -I 
= al ... aj_Ial aj+l··· am al ... aj _Ialaj+1 ... am 
= [(alaj-l ..• al)-Iaj}l ... a;;;l(ataj_l ... al)aj+l ... am] X 
[(alaj+l ... am)-l(az l ... aj-_\a2 .. . aj_l)(alaj+1 ... am)]. 
Inside the first pair of brackets is a product in the form 0m-j+V and inside the second 
pair is a conjugate of a product in the form 0j-2. Hence the entire expression may be 
written in the form Ok> with k:E; m - 1. Case (a) with 1 < i and j = m may be disposed 
of similarly, and with 1 = i, j = m it reduces easily. Finally, the analogous subcases 
under (b) present no new difficulties. 0 
In what follows the properties of 'Wilsonian products' in abelian groups will be 
assumed to be known. The group G has order n, and its commutator subgroup C has 
order m. If C has a unique coset of order 2, it will be denoted by -CO Let the elements 
of G be g1> ... ,gM although other letters may sometimes be used for convenience. 
The coset gl ... gnC = (gl C) ... (gnC) is a product of all cosets of C, each taken m 
times. Since G/C is abelian, this product equals Cor -C (the latter if G/C contains a 
single element -C of order 2). Thus peG) = C or -CO 
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NOTATION. The set {tI> ... , tr} of all elements of order 2 in C will be called T. The 
set U = {UI> ... , us} consists of the remaining elements of order 2 in G. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a finite group in which every element of the commutator 
subgroup C may be expressed in the form (Jk, each of the 2k factors having order 
different from 2 or 4. Then G is a P-group. 
PROOF. There are three cases to be considered. In the first case let G/C have odd 
order. If /1 ••• tr = t and c E C, then t- 1c = all ... a;;lal ... ak, with ai E G and the 
order of ai is neither 2 nor 4 for every i (t = 1 if T is void). Order 4 is excluded because 
in the proof of Lemma 3(a) the case ai = ai+l was dismissed as trivial, but their product 
a; would have order 2, giving a repetition not dealt with in Lemma 3. Otherwise all 
repetitions can be removed, so it may be assumed that the 2k factors in t-lc are all 
distinct. For each remaining Xi E G such that Xi *"xj\ XiXjl will be adjoined to the 
product. Therefore 
-1 -1 -1 -11 c = tl ... tral ... ak al ... akxlxl ... XqXq , 
a product of all the elements of G (U being void in this case). Therefore p(G) = C. 
In the second case let G / C have even order, with more than one element of order 2 
if m is odd. Then gl ... gnC = Cm = C if m is odd, and (±C)m = C if m is even. In the 
equation (gl C) ... (gnC) = C we may remove every giC for gi E C, as well as every pair 
(gjC)(gjlC) for gj *" gjl. The equation would then reduce to (Ul C) ... (usC) = c, so 
Ul· .. Us = U E C. For any c E C, C = tu(tu)-lC, which is like the first case with tu 
instead of I. Again p(G) = C. 
Finally, let G/C have even order with a unique element -C of order 2, and let m be 
odd. Now (glC)··· (gnC) = -C, which reduces to (UlC)··· (usC) = -C as in the 
previous case. Since Ul C = - C, it follows that U2 ... Us E C. Also any element of - C 
may be written UlC, c E C, and UlC = u(us ... U2)C. Just as t-lc in the first case was 
expressed as a product of all elements of G with orders exceeding 2, the same can be 
done now with Us··· U2C. Thus UlC = u(us ... U2C) = uy = Ul ... usyl, y being a 
product of all elements of order greater than 2. Since T is void in this case, Ul c is a 
product of all elements of G, and p(G) = -CO 0 
Some groups, for example the dihedral groups, fail to satisfy the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1, so this method does not apply to all cases. One important class of groups 
to which it does apply is given by the following. 
COROLLARY. Every group of odd order is a P-group. 
PROOF. This clearly belongs to the first case of the theorem, with no elements of 
order 2, so the hypothesis is satisfied. 0 
Even when the method does not apply, it may be used to show that every finite 
group is almost a P-group in the sense that every element of C (or -C as the case may 
be) can be expressed as a product of all elements of G, each one taken three times. 
'Three' is not essential; any larger integer will do as well. 
THEOREM 2. Every finite group G of order n is a normal subgroup of a P-group (; of 
order 3n. 
PROOF. Let (; = < G, b), where b is an element of order 3 which commutes with 
every element of G. Then (; consists of all g;b j with i = 1, ... ,n and j = 0, 1, 2 
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(mod 3). Since b is in the center of G, it does not contribute to the formation of any 
commutator, and C is the commutator subgroup of G. Therefore any element of C may 
be written as c = all .. . a;;lal ... ak (ai E G for all i) . If any ai has order 2, it is 
replaced by aib, and ail is replaced by (aib)-l. This leaves c unchanged, but an 
element of order 6 has been substituted for ai' Also aib is different from every aj 
because bit G. After every element of order 2 has been replaced, any repetitions of 
higher order may be removed according to Lemma 3. Therefore the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1 is satisfied. (The objection to elements of order 4 applies only when such an 
element is adjacent to itself, giving an element of order 2.) It follows that G is a 
P-group, and every c E C may be written as a product of all gibi, or every element of 
-C, if applicable, may be expressed in this way. The three cases in the proof of 
Theorem 1 are not altered by the extension of G to G. In conclusion it may be added 
that, in any product of the 3n elements gibj, all the powers of b will cancel each other 
out because b commutes with everything. Thus every element of the appropriate coset 
of C is equal to a product of all elements of G, each taken three times. 0 
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